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NICOLE
The heart and soul of 
Lauren Alexandra Inte-
riors, design and décor 
guru Nicole Russell. 
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WHETHER IT’S HARMONIOUS HYGGE OR FUNCTIONAL FENG SHUI, INTERIOR 
DECORATORS OFTEN FOLLOW THE GOLDEN RULE OF LIVING WITH WHAT YOU 
LOVE. For Nicole Russell, owner of Lauren Alexandra Interiors, this couldn’t be truer.

Cotton, velvet, silk, linen, leather—Nicole uses and embraces them all when putting 
together a room for her clients. She doesn’t shy away from a particular fabric, style, color or 
accessory. With skill (and a touch of magic?), she pulls out personality and infuses it into her 
décor designs. Nicole doesn’t simply redo spaces—she reimagines them.

With an avid attachment to creativity and an over-the-top love for windows (say the 
word and her face lights up), Nicole first began creating window treatments as a hobby 
in 2008. Her favorite part of the room, she believes window treatments are the ultimate 
finishing touch. It was this love for creating that prompted her to go beyond windows 
and step into the world of interior design. So, in 2014, Nicole started Lauren Alexandra 
Interiors. Thanks to word of mouth among the community, her business has grown—and 
she isn’t slowing down anytime soon.

FAMILY ROOM

The family’s main hangout spot, 
Nicole opted for a Crypton fabric—
easily cleaned and uber-durable for 
the new custom sofa with pillows. 
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request—from simple to lavish. Once the pieces have 
been ordered and a plan is in place, Nicole preps the 
space for items being delivered—anticipating each cli-
ent’s excitement for the finished, curated product.

One such client was the Krebs family. Kurt and Bridget 
(and their three children) decided to update their home 
rather than move to a new one. Nicole helped them tackle 
their kitchen, family room, dining room, kids’ bathroom, 
master bedroom and screened-in porch.

“Kurt and Bridget wanted a warm and comfortable 
vibe—updated but not too trendy,” Nicole says. “We 
succeeded in using a lot of what they had while add-
ing new pieces in.”

Bridget says before Nicole updated their home, things 
were dark and dated—now it’s bright and warm.

“I’m not good at selecting room colors and coordinating 
furniture with accessories,” Bridget admits. “There are so 
many options; I get overwhelmed easily. I shared what I 
was looking for and Nicole offered several ideas. She rec-
ommended reupholstering our drab family room chairs in 
a lighter color with an interesting pattern to match a new 

Lauren Alexandra Interiors, named after her two daughters 
(Lauren, 13; Alexandra, 16), prides itself on understanding a 
client’s wants and delivering them in the most cost-effective, 
elevated way. Nicole describes herself as a good listener, 
which, time and again, ultimately gains the trust of her clients.

“My goal is to help those who get overwhelmed easily 
and provide options to help narrow down,” she says. “When 
someone is indecisive, it can be challenging—but that’s 
what I’m there for … to help them.”

Although Nicole doesn’t have a formal showroom, clients 
are welcome to visit her own eclectic home to see a handful 
of pieces and manufacturer styles. She’s all about making 
things simple but significant, refined yet relaxed.

And it is this simplicity that she applies to her design 
process with each new (or returning) client. After an ini-
tial meeting at the client’s home to see the current room 
setup and furniture, as well as determine the purpose of 
the space, Nicole begins pulling tailored ideas together for 
layout, furniture, window treatments and accessories.

Whether it’s merely updating a color story or doing 
a total revamp of the room, she’s happy to tackle any 

BRIDGET
Bridget Krebs, at home in her 
cozy, comfy lounging space 
that is now the porch.
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FAMILY ROOM

Two wingback chairs were reupholstered, 
old blinds were swapped for custom ro-
man shades, and new artwork, lamps and 
accessories finished the room. 
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custom couch. I appreciate that she offered pre-
mium products, but also mixed in more practical 
and cost-friendly pieces where they made sense.”

Bridget’s favorite area of their home now? 
Their back porch—a new living space the 
family didn’t have before.

“Thanks to Nicole’s classy design eye, the 
accessories and patterns make the area invit-
ing.” Bridget continues. “She’s patient, fun to 
work with, makes decorating decisions easier 
… she knows my style.”

In the age of Pinterest and mood boards, 
Nicole knows it’s easy to get wrapped up in 
current trends or try to do too much. Among 
her favorite design suggestions:

+ Determine how you want to use the space 
and who will be in it.

+ Identify how long you want to live with the 
color scheme you select—if it’s an extended 
period of time, take that into consideration.

+ Find a balance between how much you 
add to a room. Don’t put something in just to 
put it in—everything should have a function.

+ Mix it up by combining and layering differ-
ent textures and patterns.

At the end of the design day, Nicole’s top 
priority is for her clients to be comfortable and 
make them part of the process.

“I design the room, but I don’t live in the 
space,” she says. “Once a plan is chosen, I bring 
fabric and color swatches so a client can touch, 
feel and see everything. If they are completely 
at a loss, I’ll try to use a trend—but the focus 
still remains on the client’s personality because 
I want them to be happy with the end result.”

As for knowing when the room rejuvenation 
mission is accomplished?

“When I walk in a room and I visually feel like 
everything has a purpose and a place, then I 
know it’s complete.”

LaurenAlexandraInteriors.com 
513.582.2495

MASTER

PORCH

Nicole transformed this space into an 
oasis with a fresh coat of paint, new 
bedding, drapes and lamps, as well as 
a custom headboard and bench. 

From old to new, Nicole re-
freshed the back porch (which 
wasn’t utilized much previously) 
with accessories and patterns to 
make the area inviting. 
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